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EXT. INTERVALE - MORNING

We are flying, bird’s eye view over a snowy mountain range.

Passing rivers and lakes as animals scurry. In the distance

we can see a figure at the top of a pine tree on the side of

a great mountain. As we get closer we see it is a young

WYNTER FRAUST, 10. As he is looking across the valley at a

great estate/castle with white pillars and a great red roof

thru the help of medieval fashioned spectacles...we turn

off.

EXT. INTERVALE - MORNING CONT.

We see an older man KRISTOPHER BLIZZARD 40’s staring from

the base of the tree yelling up to WYNTER.

BLIZZARD

Wynter! What do you see?!

EXT. INTERVALE - MORNING CONT. -(P.O.V. WYNTER’S SPECTACLES)

A young girl KRYSTAL KRINGLE, 10, is walking with her mother

and several other young girls, laughing. Her mother is

leading them they all in formation. She looks back across

seemingly directly at him. The young man fumbles knocking

snow down on the older gentleman.

BLIZZARD

Wynter! Jack!!! What are you

doing!!? Do you see the pack or

not?!

WYNTER

UH (regaining composure)

I ...UH...I

He looks around. As he is a large reindeer walks behind

BLIZZARD.

BLIZZARD

WELL?!

WYNTER

No, nothin’. Maybe we should just

go back down to the Cliftondale.

BLIZZARD

Nothing? We just tracked them

across the entire Intervale.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

The reindeer’s breath is almost reaching BLIZZARD as the

animal is so close. WYNTER at that moment looks across at a

smoke coming from further up the mountain...and a bird

flying toward him, a blinding orange glint off it’s nose

makes him look down and notices.

WYNTER

Pa! Behind ...

BLIZZARD turns and abruptly falls back in the snow reaching

for his sword. The reindeer abruptly trots off with

BLIZZARD chasing after him.

BLIZZARD

Wynter grab the mule!

WYNTER climbs down the tree and starts to get the mule when

something passes in his peripheral vision. It is the bird

he saw earlier flying lower. It flies right in front of his

face blocking view as a small figure runs across the

clearing in front of him. A little man who is running

toward where he saw the smoke. He chases after him.

EXT.WOODS -DAY - CONTINUOUS

WYNTER follows the little man who clearly is aware that

someone may be behind him.

EXT. MOUNTAINSIDE - DRAGON’S BREATH CAVE OPENING - DAY

We see over the shoulder of a great bird whose feathers are

"different".., WYNTER gazing at the mouth of the cave. A

firey eruption lights up the walls inside. Inside we hear a

hammer and chisel on the cave wall. There are several

figures moving in the shadows near the flames. They stop and

through the mumbles and echoes WYTNER listens to an

argument. The shadows and noises change as they grow larger

coming to the entrance of the cave. 3 little men with

pointy ears are scurrying to collect their bags to leave.

The one he had followed drops his bagand a rock falls out.

It looks like a piece of coal. They scurry off WYNTER

starts to follow when he gets a whaff of odor coming from

the cave. There is a smoke...a purplish smoke around

him. The bird that followed him is watching him as he

enters.



3.

INT. DRAGON’S BREATH CAVE. - CONTINUOUS

WYNTER enters the now darkened cave. It is wet and almost

smokey. Yet it smells of...

WYNTER

(taking a breath and taste)

Lavendar?

At that moment the walls creak and make a sound like...

WALLS

b..o...n..e...

WYNTER hesitates wide eyed. He hears BLIZZARD calling him.

Swearing in both DUTCH, MANDARIN and GAELIC. Something

glints in the distance. He is getting dizzy. He sees a

glint a smalll flame erupts and in the brief light, the bird

he saw before is 20 feet in front of him ...breathing fire

at him. He is frozen in stupor, fascination and fear. Again

the bird breathes small fire at him, but 10 feet away...and

the stones in the walls of the cave alight in

color...splendid random color. A moment and the walls again

make a noise. He is almost knocked back when the fire

alights again but from over his left shoulder...the bird

with talons 4 inches long grabs his trapezius drawing blood

and pulling. At that same moment a flame starts in front of

him and large eyes... larger than he has ever seen alight as

the flame grows to an enormous explosion heading straight

for him. He goes dark.

EXT. MOUNTAINSIDE WOODS -DUSK

The sky is the color of everchanging violet as wynter awakes

bleeding on the snow. In the distance BLIZZARD is still

cursing him. We see from WYNTER’s POV on the edge of his

periphery the MULE. standing over him. He eeks out..

BLIZZARD

Pa... Pa...

..and the mule brays. BLIZZARD comes into his POV screaming

at him in Spanish and French. He again goes dark as a

glowing stone is laid upon his shoulder by an older woman’s

hand. BLIZZARD’s hands holding him down on the other side.


